QUESTIONS FROM CFLCA MEMBERS ON PARKS BOND TOPIC FOR LAGERBLOOM/THORNBURG
OVERVIEW Q’S:
1. The “list” that was used to support the need for the bond was about 30 pages and described as
a living breathing document by some members of the Commission. What is the status of that
initial list today?
2. When can associations begin scheduling neighborhood feedback meetings on parks bonds
improvements?
a. Will that be done by staff or by a hired firm?
3. How will projects be prioritized?
a. Will you consider how long it has been since a neighborhood has received parks
improvements in any form?
b. As of now what parks do you anticipate will receive funding 1st for improvements?
c. What is the right process for achieving neighborhood specific needs? Sometimes it
appears some neighborhoods are getting more than their fair share.
4. What is the process for determining purchases of land?
5. How much has been spent already?
6. Can this money be used for anything other than the purchase of land for parks and
improvements to parks?
a. Is a neighborhood entranceway an area where this money will be spent?
b. How about entrances to the City?
7. With regards to oversight, will that be a task of the Parks & Rec. Board or a new board?
8. Will we outsource the implementation of the bond funds or hire more staff?
a. Customer Service will need to be a focus for the parks bonds initiatives. Is there thought
or guidance on what customer service processes or metrics will look like for parks bonds
projects?
9. Will 80 percent of the bond monies be invested back into the city foundation? (Parks)
10. How much of the bond funds will be use for consulting fees?
11. How much of the bond funds will be used for studies?
MORE SPECIFIC TO DISTRICTS
12. Feedback on their assessment of the ULI Panel findings/recommendations.
13. Inclusion of an update on Holiday Park plans. Does the contract with the Panther’s reduce the
amount proposed to be needed for updates?
14. How much money will be invested in Sistrunk’s or Northwest Parks?
15. Provide an update on Tunnel Top park.
16. How much of this money will be spent on city owned sea walls?
17. Will funds from the parks bond be designated regular maintenance of the following at/near Fort
Lauderdale beach:
a. our beach wall, including the led lighting in the wall
b. New oceanfront plaza
c. The restrooms/fountains/showers/tables/grills at the South lot
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